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44 THE FORESTER 
The Use of Wireless Telegraph tn 
Forest Conservation 
A. H. HOFFMAN. 
Associate Professor of Physics, Iowa State ColleQe 
(Abstract of an address Qiven before the Forestry Club) 
After efficient patroling, the next problem confronting those 
engaged in preventing the destruction of our forests by fire is 
the problem of an easy, sure, and speedy means of communica-
tion. 
The means of communication at present in use seem to be 
inadequate to the needs of the service. Ordinary telegraph and 
telephone lines cover too limited an area and in many cases will 
be too far away for the patrolman to reach without a great loss 
of time. The service is easily interrupted by the breaking or 
grounding of wires under windfalls. The cost of construction 
is high. The wigwag and heliograph are good for only a few 
miles at best and can not be used at night or when the air is 
smoky. Riders and runners are too slow over trails where moto-
cycles cannot be used. The use of trained dogs as couriers, as 
recently begun in the German army, promises well but requires 
much time, patience and skill in the training. 
The ether waves of the wireless telegraph are not limited to a 
line but go out in all directions unobstructed by smoke, clouds 
or darkness, through and over forests and mountains, over lakes 
and rivers with a speed equal to that of light. The forest lands 
are by nature admirably adapted for wireless telegraphy. The 
lookout towers already in use in many places will, in general, be 
very readily usable to support the antennae for the central send-
ing stations. The wooded heights will furnish plenty of trees 
usable for supporting receiving aerials and aerials for small 
transmitting stations. 'l'he places peculiarly adapted for wireless 
telegraphy are those where the natural obstacles and difficulties 
are too great for other means. For example, the fiords of 
Alaska and Norway are too wide for single spans of telegraph or 
telephone lines ; and no cable can be made to stay on the bottoms 
since icebergs drag over them from time to time, but the ether 
waves satisfactorily carry the messages over all the obstacles. 
Portable receivin~ set designed by author with the special object of securing effectiveness, li~ht wei~ht and portability. 
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There can be no reasonable doubt as to the applicability of 
wireless telegraphy to the forester's problem of communication. 
Of course where the country is such that common telephone lines 
can be cheaply built and readily maintained, they cannot well 
be improved upon as a means of communication, subject to the 
limitations before mentioned. But where the cost of construction 
and maintenance of such lines would be prohibitive, there wire-
less telegraphy comes into its own. Where telephone or tele-
graph lines are not yet constructed wireless telegraphy might 
well be the only means of communication. Where such lines are 
already established, wireless might well form an auxiliary means 
of communication capable of covering the ground more complete-
ly and of reaching into regions otherwise inaccessible. 
The details of a system of wireless telegraphy adapted to the 
needs of forestry would, of course, depend in a large measure in 
each case on local conditions, such as distances to be covered, 
topography, location of labor, supply depots, etc. In general 
such a system and its apparatus should be as simply as possible 
in all its parts so that men with only ordinary skill might use it 
successfully and that there might be little danger of apparatus 
getting out of order when most needed. 
A feasible plan where wireless is to be the only means of com-
munication would include the following: 
First, a headquarters station, located where most convenient 
and where men and supplies will be at least within call if not at 
hand when needed. It should have an aerial as large and high 
as conveniently possible, since a high and large aerial greatly 
reduces the power needed to reach a given distance and also 
greatly increases the distance from ~hich messages of a given 
amount of energy may be received. It should have sending ap-
paratus of sufficient power to reach the farthest patrol district 
under all weather conditions and be heard there by apparatus 
light enough to be only a slight addition to the weight of the 
patrolman's pack. The headquarters station should have sim-
ple but sensitive and reliable receiving apparatus and a com-
petent operator in charge who will send out daily time signals 
by which all patrolmen may set their watches and who will at 
frequent and regular intervals listen for calls from reporting 
patrolmen and send out such orders as may be required. 
Second, as many small sending stations as may be needed for 
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the territory to be covered. These may be · either fixed, semi-
portable or portable as local needs may require. They need not 
all be able to reach headquarters directly, as it would be a sim-
ple matter to arrange a system of relaying from one small send-
ing station to another. These stations would also be usable for 
receiving as well as for sending. ·Where the distance to be cov-
ered is large a small gas or oil engine driven generator and a 
transformer should be used for sending reports. Where dis-
tances are small an outfit using primary batteries and an induc-
tion coil, all of which could be placed in a metal cylinder partly 
buried in the earth under the tree supporting the aerial, could be 
used to good advantage. One of these reporting stations should 
be within sufficiently close reach of each patrolman. 
Third, a receiving set weighing not over two pounds, including 
carrying case (without aerial and ground wires), to be carried 
by each patrolman on his rounds and used by him on aerials put 
up and left permanently in high trees on the highest accessible 
points in his district. 
Fourth, a definite time schedule of listening for orders, of 
listening for relay calls from other patrolmen, and for reporting. 
Fifth, a simple code of calls and signals. 
Sixth, at the beginning of the fire season one week :S training 
of new patrolmen in the adjusting of instruments and in the 
sending and receiving of the Morse code (letters only). 
It is understood that the system as above outlined will need 
adaptation to the needs and exigencies of each particular case ; 
also that actual use is certain to develop various modifications; 
however, it is believed that the system as set forth is workable 
and will be found to give satisfactory results in practice. 
The accompanying cut shows in use a portable receiving set 
which the author designed with the special object of securing 
effectiveness, light weight, and portability. Preliminary and in-
complete tests made with this set gave very satisfactory results 
and suggested several improvements. Further tests will be need-
ed to determine its range when used with antennae of given di-
mensions receiving from a station of a certain power and given 
size of aerial. 
